Abstract In multicomponent electrolyte solutions, the tendency of ions to diffuse at different rates results in a charge imbalance that is counteracted by the electrostatic coupling between charged species leading to a process called "electrochemical migration" or "electromigration." Although not commonly considered in solute transport problems, electromigration can strongly affect mass transport processes. The number of reactive transport models that consider electromigration has been growing in recent years, but a direct model intercomparison that specifically focuses on the role of electromigration has not been published to date. This contribution provides a set of three benchmark problems that demonstrate the effect of electric coupling during multicomponent diffusion and electrochemical migration and at the same time facilitate the intercomparison of solutions from existing reactive transport codes. The first benchmark focuses on the 1D transient diffusion of HNO 3 (pH=4) in a NaCl solution into a fixed concentration reservoir, also containing NaCl-but with lower HNO 3 concentrations (pH=6). The second benchmark describes the 1D steady-state migration of the sodium isotope 22 Na triggered by sodium chloride diffusion in neutral pH water. The third benchmark presents a flow-through problem in which transverse dispersion is significantly affected by electromigration. The system is described by 1D transient and 2D steady-state models. Very good agreement on all of the benchmarks was obtained with the three reactive transport codes used: CrunchFlow, MIN3P, and PHREEQC.
Introduction
It is well known that diffusive transport in multicomponent electrolyte systems cannot be fully described by Fickian diffusion alone, but is affected by a variety of processes including the electrostatic interactions between individual ions [7, 12, 29, 45] . Each dissolved species is subject to its own speciesdependent diffusion coefficient, affected by parameters such as charge and size of the ion [12] and ionic conductivity [20] . As a result, dissolved species will tend to diffuse at different rates, promoting the development of a charge imbalance in solution. However, positively and negatively charged species are also affected by electric coupling, which ensures that charge balance in solution is maintained. Generally speaking, "large" cations and "small" anions are tied together electrostatically [12, 29] to enforce electroneutrality at the macroscale-an essential condition in electrolyte solutions [22, 44] . This electric coupling leads to an additional mass transport process called "electrochemical migration" or "electromigration" [7, 29] . Fick's law neglects these interactions, describes ion migration solely based on concentration gradients, and consequently does not consider the electric field generated by electrostatic bonding (coulombic interactions) of charged species [20, 22, 27, 29, 44] . In a multicomponent system that includes charged species, diffusive ion Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s10596-015-9481-z) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. migration is therefore better described by the Nernst-Plank equation, a formulation that explicitly considers the electric coupling between species and ensures the conservation of charge [9, 20, 22, 23, 29, 41, 44] .
In some cases, electrostatic interactions between diffusing species can have a strong effect on ion mobility and can produce unexpected behavior such as uphill diffusion [14, 30] . In addition, apparent diffusion coefficients (i.e., diffusion coefficients derived from Fick's law) may show a strong dependency on concentrations. Considering that the quantification of diffusion coefficients is labor intensive [12, 43] , it is impractical to determine apparent diffusion coefficients as a function of solution composition for a range of conditions. Instead, it is advantageous to consider electrochemical interactions affecting diffusion explicitly rather than lump this effect into empirically measured apparent diffusion coefficients.
Species-dependent diffusion and electromigration can play a significant role for a variety of problems in the earth sciences, in particular in the absence of advective transport and when the diffusing species are charged. For example, electromigration can be relevant during early diagenesis [20, 26, 44] , in the near and far field of radioactive waste repositories [1, 3, 4] and in the field of CO 2 sequestration [27, 31] . Species-dependent diffusion and electromigration also play a role on a range of scales extending from the pore scale to the field scale [10, 11, 19, 36] .
Reactive transport models are commonly used for the quantitative investigation of flow, transport, and reaction processes in porous media. These models aid with the verification of conceptual models and are used to design and evaluate experiments, and assist with the interpretation of field data in the fields of geology, engineering, and environmental research [8, 18, 24, 39, 46] . Traditionally, diffusion has been implemented into reactive transport models based on Fick's law, and diffusion coefficients are often treated as adjustable parameters [12] . However, the number of reactive transport models that include electromigration and consider the chemical potential gradient as the driving force of diffusion has been growing in recent years [13, 17, 28, 32, 33, 38] . Although some aspects of electromigration on solute transport have been investigated [13, 30, 40] , a direct model intercomparison that specifically focuses on the role of electromigration and electrostatic effects on ion transport has not been published to date. This contribution was motivated by the need for benchmark problems suited to evaluate the effect of electric coupling during multicomponent diffusion and electrochemical migration and to facilitate an intercomparison of existing reactive transport codes. The benchmark focuses on the assessment of electromigration and species-dependent diffusion in the context of the Nernst-Planck equation. More complex processes, such as anion exclusion and enhanced cation diffusion in the diffusive double layer, relevant in clays and other low permeability media [e.g., 2-4, 14], are not included. These aspects are addressed in a companion contribution by AltEpping et al. [1] in this issue. The following benchmark problems were specifically designed to highlight effects of electromigration and are characterized by strong electric coupling effects, substantially more pronounced than in the contribution by Alt-Epping et al. [1] . The first two benchmarks are 1D, and the third benchmark includes two parts, involving 1D and 2D scenarios. Three reactive transport codes were used independently for the intercomparison, namely CrunchFlow [41] , MIN3P [25] , and PHREEQC [32] .
Governing equations 2.1 Mass transfer in electrolytic systems
Species-specific diffusion is necessary to describe the behavior of electrolyte systems [40] where diffusive transport is the dominant mass transport process. The most important feature that distinguishes the electrolyte systems from non-electrolyte systems is the electric coupling of the ionic fluxes [15, 29] . In the electrolyte systems, electric interaction of ion-ion, ion-solvent, and ion-interface induces an electric field. The treatment of electrolytic diffusion follows naturally from the generalized treatment of diffusion [42] .
Nernst-Planck equation for multicomponent systems
The migration of interacting species is described by the Nernst-Planck equation, which can be derived from expressions for the diffusive flux written in terms of the chemical potential [41] . Written in terms of the flux of an arbitrary species i, the Nernst-Planck equation is given by the following:
where
), R is the gas constant (8.
), T is the absolute temperature (K), z i is the charge number (-), and ψ is the electric potential (V or J C
−1
). In the presence of advection with a Darcy velocity q (m s ), the modified flux term is as follows:
This expression is known as the extended Nernst-Planck equation and holds, in ideal systems, for all mobile species. It describes the movement of ions in a solution with or without external electric field [5, 6, 15] . In a multicomponent system, the set of Nernst-Planck equations, one for each component, must be solved simultaneously.
By assuming small gradients in ionic strength, a dilute solution with low ionic strength and isothermal conditions, the contribution of the flux from the gradients in the logarithms of the activity coefficients can be neglected [13, 40] . With this approximation, the flux of an individual species becomes the following:
This equation represents the contributions of diffusion, electromigration, and advection to the total mass transfer. Assuming there is no externally induced current (null current assumption), a simplified version of the mass flux can be derived [13, 38] as follows:
where N aq is the total number of dissolved species in the system. This formulation has the advantage that the electric potential does not appear as a primary unknown and is therefore well suited for implementation in standard reactive transport codes.
Participating codes
The three reactive transport codes participating in this benchmarking exercise are CrunchFlow [41] , MIN3P [25] , and PHREEQC [32] . CrunchFlow and MIN3P are 3D block-centered finite difference (finite volume) models using the global implicit method (GIM) to solve the fully coupled transport and reaction equations. PHREEQC solves the multicomponent diffusion problem with a 1D finite difference method using the sequential non-iterative approach (SNIA). A detailed description of the formulation and capabilities of the codes is discussed elsewhere [41 and references therein]. PHREEQC considers the gradients of the activity coefficients in its implementation [4] whereas CrunchFlow and MIN3P neglect this contribution following the formulation of Giambalvo et al. [13] (see Equation A13 in [13] ). In PHRE EQC, electromigration is implemented in the TRANSPORT framework, and since it is a SNIA approach, transport calculations are separated from speciation calculations (e.g., the determination of OH − concentrations from water equilibrium reactions). CrunchFlow and MIN3P on the other hand use the GIM to implement multicomponent diffusion and electrochemical migration following the formulation of Giambalvo et al. [13] . In this approach, the total concentration terms are weighted by species-specific diffusion coefficients for both primary and secondary species when calculating the transport term. Both formulations account for contributions of both primary and secondary species towards the electrochemical migration term.
Benchmark descriptions
The three benchmark problems are summarized in Table 1 . The first benchmark (1) focuses on the role of electromigration in driving the flux of the various charged species to maintain local charge balance and was first presented by Lichtner [21] . This problem considers diffusion of HNO 3 from a low pH solution (pH=4.007) into a circum-neutral reservoir (pH=6.001) with low HNO 3 concentrations, both with the same elevated NaCl background concentrations. The second benchmark (2) shows the electromigration and subsequent fractionation of the sodium isotope 22 
Na
+ due to diffusion of NaCl under neutral pH conditions. The problem is loosely based on Glaus et al. [14] ; however, the benchmark case presented here is set up for a uniform relatively coarsegrained uncharged porous medium and does not include diffusion through charged micropores as would be the case if porous clay were considered. In the first two benchmarks, diffusion and electromigration are the only transport processes, and models are set up in one dimension. The third benchmark (3) investigates the effect of electromigration on transverse dispersion and is based on experiments and modeling carried out by Rolle et al. [35] . This benchmark also includes advection and is characterized by a higher level of complexity; it is simulated in one and two dimensions.
Benchmark 1: transient electromigration
This problem was initially presented by Lichtner [21] and has previously been used as an example to illustrate the multicomponent capabilities of PHREEQC [2] . It is a 1D transient problem with a fixed concentration (Dirichlet) boundary condition on the left (at x=0), representing the reservoir, and a noflux (Neumann) boundary condition on the right (x=0.01 m). The chemical system is composed of four primary 
. The porosity is set to 1.0, and the domain is discretized into 100 equally spaced cells of 100 microns each. The temperature is 25°C and there is no flow; the only transport process is multicomponent diffusion according to the Nernst-Planck equation (Eq. 4). Activity coefficients are calculated with the extended Debye-Hückel equation. Species-dependent diffusion coefficients, as well as the initial and boundary conditions defining the chemical system, are given in Table 2 .
The problem is run for 1 h using a constant time step of 0.001 h (corresponding to 1000 time steps , is considered. In this case, fixed concentration (Dirichlet) boundary conditions are considered at either end of the domain. The initial condition in the domain is divided into two regions; concentrations in half of the domain are equivalent to those at the left boundary, while concentrations in the other half domain are defined by the right boundary condition. However, the initial conditions are not significant since the simulation is run until conditions close to steady state are achieved. The gradients in activity coefficients are not considered in CrunchFlow and MIN3P, despite the significant gradient in ionic strength. The porosity is set to a constant and uniform value of 0.5, and the domain is discretized into 100 equally spaced cells of 100 microns each. The diffusion coefficients of Na + and 22 Na + are assumed to be identical. A constant time step of 1 h is used, and the simulation is run to 1500 days representative of conditions close to steady state. Concentrations at the boundaries and species-dependent diffusion coefficients are described in Table 3 . The simulation also assumes no flow.
Benchmark 3: transverse dispersion
Rolle et al. [35] investigate the effect of electromigration on transverse dispersion under steady-state flow conditions. In the full 2D case, the problem involves unidirectional flow and transport of a multicomponent tracer plume down the length of a 2D flow-through chamber.
Using PHREEQC, Rolle et al. [35] solved the problem numerically by simulating transverse dispersion and electromigration perpendicular to the flow path as a 1D problem. This approach simplifies a 2D steady-state problem into a 1D transient problem by making use of the transformation t=x/v, where x is the distance from the source for the 2D problem, v is the uniform average linear groundwater velocity, and t defines the travel time to reach the location x. At the same time, t defines the simulation time for the 1D transient transverse dispersion problem [35] . Coinciding with experimental conditions, a 1-cm source in the middle of the 12-cm-wide cross section at x=0 m describes the continuous release of the electrolyte solution. The simulation was run for the case of an average linear velocity of 1.5 m day −1 . The results of the 1D transient simulations are compared among the three participating codes, whereas fully 2D simulations with explicit treatment of flow were performed with CrunchFlow and MIN3P. The dispersion coefficients used in these simulations require some discussion. In fact, the parameterization of the hydrodynamic transverse dispersion coefficient used in Rolle et al. [35] differs from the classical linear model commonly adopted in subsurface applications of solute transport and reads as the following: 
where D i P is the pore diffusion coefficient approximated as the product of the aqueous diffusion coefficient of a species i and the porosity of the medium (0.41). Pe=vd/ D i aq is the grain Péclet number where d is the average grain size (1.25 mm). δ =6.2 and β = 0.47 are empirical parameters determined in previous multitracer experiments and pore-scale simulations [34] . Equation 5 explicitly retains a direct dependence of the mechanical dispersion term on the aqueous diffusivity of the transported species; the non-linear dependence on the average flow velocity arises from the incomplete mixing in the pore channels [e.g., 16, 37] .
For this benchmark analysis, we considered the mixed electrolyte case described in Rolle et al. [35] , where a dilute solution of KCl and MgCl 2 was continuously injected in ambient deionized water. The free aqueous diffusion coefficients of the ions at T=20°C are D K+ =1.77×10 . Using these values in Eq. 5 yields the transverse dispersion coefficients given in the last column of Table 4 .
1D Benchmark
The 1D benchmark consists of a pure transverse diffusion problem discretized into 48 grid cells of 2.5 mm. In the 1D system, the injection ports constitute initial conditions used at grid cells 23-26, corresponding to a 10-mmwide region in the center of the symmetrical system. The initial condition is used everywhere else in the domain and is intended to represent deionized water. The transverse dispersion coefficients given in Table 4 are used. The boundaries at either end of the system are treated as no-flux, but they do not influence the system behavior for the 16 h simulation time (corresponding to x=1 m, i.e., the outflow boundary of the domain). The simulation was run with a constant 0.001 h time step. . A maximum time step of 1 h is used with an initial minimum time step of 10 −6 h. The simulation time is 32 h to ensure that the final results correspond to steadystate conditions representative of the experiment (Fig. 1 ).
Results and discussion

Benchmark 1
Simulation results for Benchmark 1 [21] depict the diffusion of HNO 3 (pH=4.007) from the solution domain towards the boundary where NO 3 − concentrations are 100 times lower and pH=6.001. Results for NO 3 − and H + reveal that both ions continue to diffuse towards the left boundary after 1 h simulation time (Fig. 2) . Because the diffusion coefficient for H + is , which is preferentially retained. Migration of Na + and Cl − occurs despite the fact that there was no initial concentration gradient for both species (Table 2 ) and takes place even against the developing concentration gradients of Na + and Cl − . If Fick's law were used to describe this multispecies diffusion problem, there would be no change in Na + and Cl − concentration, and consequently, electroneutrality would be violated. There is very good agreement between the simulation results of all three codes, demonstrated by near identical outputs.
Benchmark 2
The results of the benchmark 2 simulation visually show conditions close to steady-state diffusion with identical concentration profiles and fluxes for Na + and Cl − from left to right (Figs. 3 and 4) . However, it has to be kept in mind that the diffusion coefficient for Cl − is considerably larger than the one for Na + . In fact, considering that the equations are based on the null current assumption, this holds back Cl − migration and accelerates Na + migration. Although there are no initial concentration gradients for 22 Na + , H + , and OH − , these species, present at much lower concentrations, also become affected by the electrostatic coupling.
A closer look at the results reveals that H + migrates from the left to the right to enhance the positive charge flux, while OH − migrates from the right to the left to counteract the negative charge flux from the left to the right dominated by Cl − (Fig. 4) . The sodium isotope is present at very low concentrations and is also subject to a net migration from the left to the right. More importantly, the coupling between diffusive and electromigration fluxes induces a substantial isotope fractionation for 22 Na + (Figs. 3 and 4) . Diffusive fluxes of H + , OH − , and 22 Na + change direction at 0.65 cm associated with a strong non-linear increase of the electromigration flux towards the right boundary (Figs. 3 and 4) . Solving this problem with Fick's law would not predict 22 
Na
+ isotope fractionation, H + and OH − migration, and would result in a net negative charge flux across the domain. These results suggest that multicomponent diffusion can introduce isotope fractionation, even in the absence of fractionating reactions. Overall, there is very good agreement between the three codes with better agreement between CrunchFlow and MIN3P. Slight differences are observed for the PHREEQC results. It is difficult to decisively determine the reasons for these differences, but it is likely that the discrepancies are due to slight variations in model formulation (i.e., consideration of activity gradients in the PHREEQC formulation, absent in the other two codes). However, all codes show identical trends, and concentration differences are small, implying that the residual discrepancies will not affect the interpretation of the results.
Benchmark 3: 1D transverse dispersion
The transverse concentration profiles for Cl 
Na
+ concentrations after 1500 days for system summarized in Table 3 (Table 4) . These results
show that Cl − migration is retarded due to electrostatic coupling with the cations and in particular with Mg 2+ , which diffuses more slowly. The outcomes reported in Fig. 5 demonstrate the positive contribution of electromigration to transverse displacement of the two cations and the negative contribution of electromigration to transverse displacement of chloride [35] .
There is a very good agreement between the three codes and an excellent match between CrunchFlow and MIN3P (Fig. 6) . Similar to the two previous benchmarks, there are slight differences between the results of CrunchFlow and MIN3P on the one hand and PHREEQC on the other hand. Peak chloride concentrations predicted by PHREEQC are slightly higher than those calculated by CrunchFlow and MIN3P (∼0.6 %). Magnesium and potassium concentration profiles are in very good agreement for all codes.
Benchmark 3: 2D flow and transverse dispersion
Using CrunchFlow and MIN3P, it was possible to carry out a full 2D flow and multicomponent transport simulation of the flow-through system. The simulation was run for two pore volumes (32 h) to ensure that steady-state conditions at the outflow were reached. To illustrate the 2D concentration distributions and to provide a means for visual comparison of the (Fig. 7) . Cross sections extracted from 2D steady-state CrunchFlow and MIN3P results are compared at the outflow to 1D transient PHREEQC results, corresponding to a residence time of 16 h. Overall, there is an excellent agreement between MIN3P and CrunchFlow results (Fig. 8) , and results are also very close to the concentrations computed with the 1D PHREEQC approach. PHREEQC concentration profiles are slightly higher than those of CrunchFlow and MIN3P (the differences of the peak concentrations are ∼0.6 % for Cl − , ∼0.7 % for Mg 2+ , and ∼0.4 % for K + ).
Concluding remarks
Three benchmark problems were presented, each with significant effects of multicomponent diffusion and electromigration on transport of solutes in saturated porous media. The benchmarks were specifically designed to be sensitive to the effect of electromigration on diffusion and lateral concentration displacement. Benchmarks 1 and 2 are hypothetical problems that provide opportunities to verify the implementation of multicomponent diffusion and electromigration formulations in reactive transport codes. Benchmark 3 is based on the outcomes of laboratory experiments [35] and provides the opportunity to verify and validate multicomponent diffusion and species-dependent transverse dispersion formulations under flow-through conditions. Three reactive transport codes with the capability of simulating multicomponent diffusion and electrochemical migration participated in this study (CrunchFlow, MIN3P, and PHREEQC). For all benchmark problems considered in this work, an overall very good agreement between the simulation results was obtained with the different codes. Despite some residual discrepancies between the simulation results, all three codes were able to consistently reproduce the same trends and evolution in concentration patterns induced by multicomponent diffusion and by the electrostatic interactions between the charged species. Small discrepancies between the results indicate that different approaches in implementing the governing equations are not a significant source of uncertainties for model applications; uncertainties will rather be dominated by the underlying conceptual model. 
